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Richard Harkins-W0YGH 

You don’t have to look far in the Benton County, MO ARES group, to find the technological heart.  Whether 

there is confusion over how to program radios, a problem with a repeater or your laptop just won’t cooperate, 

you only have to look as far as our AEC to solve the problem! 

Rick Harkins (W0YGH) has served for many years as the AEC for the BC ARES, first under KD0CNC and 

currently under KE0LMY.  He was responsible for building the foundation of our online presence with the 

creation of our website and Facebook page!  He continues to teach himself and others about technology to 

keep up with the ever-changing world. 

Rick has been available for group activities such as Warsaw, MO Pioneer Heritage Days, monthly Region A 

Healthcare meetings, monthly ARES meetings, constant questions from me (KE0LMY) about everything from 

“How am I supposed to learn this if I can’t see the inside of the radio?” to the much more recent “What’s my 

job?” and has met every challenge I have thrown at him. 

His recent additions to the website include step-by-step instructions for setting up WebSDR and TeamSpeak 

3, a frequency chart, and photo galleries.  He also did the camera work for the December meeting, including 

the group photo and the video of the presentation of Kelly’s Surprise.  He represents the BC ARES 

constantly by checking into other area nets and making himself available to anyone who need assistance. 

Rick is an Extra Class license holder, ARRL Volunteer Examiner and ARRL License Instructor.  He is FEMA 

certified in IS 100, 200, 700 and 800. 

As I reported to Mike Bellinger earlier this month for my December report, I feel that if Rick didn’t do 

everything he does to help with the group efforts, I would be overwhelmed by the responsibilities of my 

position quickly.  I appreciate the hard work, effort and hours Rick volunteers to helping our group.  For this 

reason, I am awarding him with the Inaugural Member Spotlight award. 


